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Winter at Sea
By Captain John O’Sullivan
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Weather Forecasts
In winter, we monitor the weather forecasts
with greater intensity than in the summer
months so that we can plan a voyage around
the possibility of storms and heavy seas. This
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Rough seas
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Preparation for each voyage

foot wave. In the Baltic Sea we

requires all loose equipment be
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Frozen waters

A White Christmas
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Christmas at Sea
Although it is hard to be away from loved
ones and family over the Christmas we
try to make it somewhat pleasant on
board. We put up a Christmas tree and
decorations and a little crib. Even the

figures in the Crib are held in place with
Blu-tac! Sometimes the Missions to
Seafarers supply small gifts to the crew,
which are put under the tree. We also
try to plan a special Christmas dinner
with turkey and all the trimmings.
I want to take this opportunity to wish
you a very Happy Christmas!
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